X-ray imaging with amorphous selenium: detective quantum efficiency of photoconductive receptors for digital mammography.
Factors affecting the zero spatial frequency detective quantum efficiency of photoconductor-based x-ray detectors operating in the mammographic energy range are modeled for monoenergetic incident x rays. The problem is separated into two sections: the calculation of the x-ray absorption and the Swank factor. X-ray absorption in this energy range, for most practical photoconductors, is dominated by the photoelectric effect. The Swank factor has four components: fluorescence escape, stochastic variations in gain, variations of gain due to incomplete coupling of charge from the photoconductive layer to the detector electrode, and the nonlinear discharge arising from the field-dependent x-ray gain, an effect that is unique to photoconductors. Calculations are performed for selenium, which is currently the most technologically advanced photoconductor available for digital x-ray imaging. For thicknesses of selenium exceeding 50 microns and for energies between 12 and 50 keV, the detective quantum efficiency of this photoconductor is found to exceed that of a conventional Gd2O2S-based mammographic phosphor screen.